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Pretreated towel

PART #4030

Disposable Towel Treatment For Rubber, Vinyl, 
and other Hard and Soft Surfaces

SUNRISE’S amazing ARMOR GUARD/ENHANCE formulas are now available in this handy, 
easy-to-use and disposable towel. You receive all the convenience and effectiveness of these 
fine products in this all new format. Simply remove a towel from the bucket and wipe on surface.  
Watch as your tires, seats, furniture, bar tops, tables, upholstery and all manner of surfaces 
take on new luster as well as receive the protection that they deserve. Use PREEN to rejuve-
nate painted surfaces on aircraft, autos and all types of equipment. PREEN has been shown 
to reduce the effectiveness of graffiti when applied to the walls of bathroom stalls, the backs of 
school buss seats and similar surfaces.  The application makes the graffiti easier to remove and 
at the same time, it will destroy some felt-tipped markers, rendering them useless. Put PREEN 
to work for you today.

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
Silicone blend- Restores natural luster.  
Sun block- Inhibits ultra violet rays.  
Convenient- Packaged in a durable, disposable rag.

APPLICATIONS:
All areas where weathering drys out or fades material. This product protects against vandal marks, 
restores vinyl, leather, plastic, fiberglass, wood, sidewalls, dashboards etc.

DIRECTIONS: 
Simply remove a towel from the convenient PREEN bucket and wipe the target surface with the 
towel. For maximum leveling, fold towel, top to bottom and side to side, before wiping surface.  
Turn folds often to keep a clean surface.  Dispose of towel appropriately. Always secure cap 
on bucket after removing a towel. This practice will prevent “wicking” and evaporation of the 
product.

CUSTOMERS WHO USED THIS PRODUCT ALSO USED:

FORMULATION:
Silicone oils, emulsifiers, preservatives.

TARGET ACCOUNTS:
Auto dealers, restaurants, school bus shops, golf courses any account with fleet maintenance.

SPECIAL CAUTIONS:
None.  
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